Rotation sequence is an important factor in shoulder kinematics. Application to the elite players' flat serves.
The aim of this study was to test three different rotation sequences (YXY, ZXY, and XZY) on the shoulder kinematics (rotations of the humerus relative to the thorax) during an original movement such as the tennis flat serve (FS). Nine elite male and female players performed a minimum of five flat serves. An optoelectronic motion analysis system was used to record the movements. Segment kinematics during each FS was reconstructed from the spatial trajectories of the markers according to ISB recommendations. For each rotation sequence, three angles were reported for the shoulder joint, each corresponding to a rotation component around a defined axis. The occurrence of gimbal lock (GL) and angle amplitude coherences were examined. From these three rotation sequences tested, it appears that the XZY sequence was the only decomposition not to suffer from GL. Moreover, the rotation sequence XZY was found to be coherent for all rotation components. Thus, these results show that the best rotation sequence, from both GL and amplitude coherence points of view, is XZY to describe the shoulder kinematics during the tennis serve.